INAUGURAL GENERAL CONFERENCE
THEME:

“MOVING TOGETHER IN DIGNITY AND RESPECT FOR ALL PERSONS IN GHANA”
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SEPTEMBER 2019

INTRODUCTION
The Alliance for Equality and Diversity (AfED) held its Inaugural General Assembly Meeting
in Accra, Ghana, in September 2019. It was the largest LGBTIQ+ conference in Ghana. The
two (2) day conference begun on 20th September 2019. It was convened by AfED and hosted
by Solace Initiative (SI), Courageous Sisters Ghana (CSG) and Priority on Rights and Sexual
Health (PORSH). The conference was attended by 30 members from across the country.
The focus of the General Assembly was to elect new governing bodies of the Alliance, adopt
the constitution and advocacy strategy of the Alliance, plan activities for 2020 and hold
capacity building workshops for its members.
Special guests at the conference were stakeholders; local, national and international to
witness this first conference in Ghana and to share best practices. The AGAM marked a grand
opportunity for activists and advocates to interact with partners and stakeholders on a
bigger platform to discuss and agree on an Action Plan to support the work for equality in
diversity and inclusion in Ghana.
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CONFERENCE CONVENER:
Alliance for Equality and Diversity (AfED) is a national
coalition of organization, individuals and professional
who work and advocate for the protection and promotion
of the human rights of LGBT people and other minorities
groups in Ghana.
AfED has Nine (9) registered member organizations
and a regional presence across the country. The
Secretariat of the Alliance is based in Accra where it is
registered as a not-for-profit organization and all
administrative works of the Alliance is carried out.
AfED affiliate itself with all member organizations,
individuals or group that shares in the vision and mission of the Alliance.

HOST:
Solace Initiative, established in 2012 and registered in April
2013, is a non-for-profit, non-governmental organization
committed to working for the promotion and protection of
the human rights of all persons specifically Lesbians, Gay,
Bi-Sexual, Transgender and Inter-sex (LGBTIQ+) persons in
Ghana.

Courageous Sisters Ghana, founded in 2015, is a not-forprofit, non-governmental organization working for the
visibility and protection of the human rights of the Lesbians,
Bi-Sexual, Queer and Trans-men community in Ghana.

In November 2013, PORSH was officially registered as a nonprofit to undertake interventions in the fields of HIV, gender,
sexual and reproductive health events, human rights and
other interventions for key populations in Ghana and beyond.
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OVERVIEW OF THE CONFERENCE
Day one of the conference saw the opening ceremony where over fifty-five persons
constituting partners, stakeholders and members of the Alliance meet to talk about
progress of the Alliance, its engagements and achievements, sharing of best practices.
Solidarity messages from key stakeholders supporting the work AfED is doing for the
human rights of the LGBTIQ persons in Ghana and the way forward for the Alliance. There
were plenary sessions on the advocacy strategy and constitutional review for adoption at
the conference.
Several committee sessions were held which included; the fundraising and resource
mobilization committee, communication and crisis committee, welfare and support
committee and capacity building and organizational support committee, the meetings were
in different sessions to discuss what has been done so far, the best way forward and plans
on activities for the year 2020. Elections were opened for the nominations of a new
governance body for the Alliance for the next two years.
One of the activities of the second day was a session to develop activities that will
strengthen the running regional movements. The regional leaders debated on the ways to
operate at the regional level. Some regional movement representatives shared experiences,
achievements and challenges. All participants came together in a plenary session to
propose activities for the year 2020.
On the final day, members of the Alliance engaged in an action taking activity where they
wrote down messages on plagues and took pictures in an effort to send their messages
across to the general Ghanaian population and beyond. The results of the elections were
announced and new leadership declared.
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OPENING CEREMONY
The opening ceremony was chaired by the interim president of the Alliance, Mr. Robert
Akoto Amoafo. In his opening remarks, he expressed his excitement for the first Annual
General Assembly Meeting of AfED. He said the purpose of the gathering amongst many
was electing new governing body, adopting the constitution and advocacy strategy of the
Alliance, plan activities for the year 2020 and hold capacity building workshops for its
members. He mentioned that the gathering also serve as an opportunity for activists and
advocates to interact and network on ways to support the work for equality and diversity.
He said it is important to fight for equality and inclusion because as enshrine in our
constitution every person is supposed to enjoy freedom and equal rights. Mr. Akoto Amoafo
unveils the official logo of the Alliance and express gratitude to Solace Initiative for hosting
the secretariat over the years.

Reference: Invited dignitaries at the opening ceremony
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SOLIDARITY MESSAGES FROM KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Mrs. Katja Lasseur, Deputy Ambassador of the kingdom of the Royal Netherlands in her
solidarity message commended the good work of AfED and expressed her continuous
support for the Alliance.
The Australian High Commission, Mr. Andrews Barns, mentioned the relentless efforts of
the Australian High Commission to protect the rights of LGBTIQ+ persons in Ghana. He also
mentioned practical structures that have helped other nations in supporting LGBTIQ+
persons which he believes if enforced in Ghana, will greatly ensure the protection of the
human rights of LGBTIQ+ persons.
Marian Kubabom, coordinator for the Canadian Fund for Local Initiative CFLI, spoke about
her partnership with Solace Initiative and work with LGBTIQ+ persons for the past 5 years
in Ghana. She expressed her yearning for a long lasting relationship with LGBTIQ+
organizations such as AfED.
Mrs. Lara R. Talverdian, Political / Human Rights Officer from the U.S Embassy in Accra
expressed her excitement. She applauded the variance of tools employed by LGBTIQ+
organizations such as AfED in Ghana to ensure a more inclusive society. She also expressed
her formidable support for the LGBTIQ+ community.
Mr. George Owoo, represented the Executive Director of Human Rights Advocacy Center
(HRAC) said HRAC has been championing the rights of LGBTIQ+ persons since 2009. HRAC
encouraged AfED and its members to remain resilient in the work and look forward to a
long-term partnership.
Caroline Kouassiaman, Executive Director of Sankofa D’Afrique De L’ouest (ISDAO) spoke
briefly about her organization and it objectives. She said it takes activism and leadershiporiented organizations and individuals to be part of a movement. She expressed the
substantial progress that Ghana has made since 2008 to 2019 seeing a coalition of
organizations, individuals and institutions from all over Ghana at a conference explains the
how far LGBTIQ+ rights has come. She drew the attention to the importance of having a
celebrant heart of making strides as ISDAO to support the activities of AfED.
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Refrence: Caroline Kouassiaman, ISDAO
Xeenarh Mohammed, Executive Director of TIERs applauded the work of activists in Ghana.
She recounted the times where activists like herself and her organization found Solace
Initiative in Ghana for meetings and activities despite their Nigerian roots. She described
the work of activism as a marathon.
VIDEO SCREENING
A short screening of a short video on the issues of LGBT persons in Ghana
Links to the videos; https://vimeo.com/335429009
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnrDbq_z5OA
REPORTS
The interim President, Mr. Robert Akoto Amoafo in a short report spoke about the
objectives of the meeting which includes firming up the constitution and adopting the
Advocacy Strategic plan for 2020 -2022 and proposing activities for year 2020. He shared
some focus areas of what AfED will be doing as the umbrella organization for the LGBTIQ+
community including supports LGBTIQ+ organizations, individuals, providing technical
support and fundraising support for its members, he acknowledged diplomatic missions
and Human rights institutions who supported AfED since its inception.
Mr. Wisdom Kwame Bebli, the Executive Secretary, joined the meeting via video
presentation from New York to expressed appreciation and acknowledged the ground
breaking event he believed had set pace for a massive change in history of LGBTIQ+
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movement. He mentioned the strides and achievements of AfED over the years addressing
the various needs of LGBTIQ+ persons in Ghana. He called for resources to continue
activities of AfED and other LGBTIQ+ organizations. He extended thanks to Solace Initiative
for hosting the Secretariat, PORSH and CSG for working together for a successful AGAM and
other persons and organizations that have been of immense support to AfED over the
years.
Mr. Isaac Kakorah, finance Officer at the secretariat, presenting the financial report said the
secretariat did not receive major funding to support its work since its inception in 2015. He
projected the financial status of the Alliance including dues received from members and
funds from donors to support the AGAM. He presented a proposed budget for the year
2020 and hoped for a better internal fundraising for the activities of the Alliance.
Mr. Akoto Amoafo, in his closing remarks for the opening ceremony appreciated the special
guests for their time and effort and all present, he encouraged continues engagements and
partnership between guests and the Alliance in creating an inclusive and diverse society in
Ghana for all.

ADVOCACY STRATEGY REVIEW
MODERATOR: Mr. Francis Boakye
gvfr
Mr. Francis Boakye opened the session by explaining the importance of lobbying for a
coalition like AfED. He said the importance of moving into spaces to create awareness and
education on LGBTIQ+ related issues targeted at the activists and the people in all parts of
Ghana. Attention was drawn to the importance of partnering or supporting the causes of
other non-LGBT organizations which may encourage the reciprocation of their support.
The LGBTIQ+ community could also use the opportunity of naming and shaming; to reduce
situations of LGBTIQ+ persons abusing other LGBTIQ+ persons and as opportunity to
educate parties involved.
The importance of sharing security information and alerts via social media and word of
mouth to LGTBIQ persons was debated on. Activists were encouraged to use social media
to the advantage of the community but cautioned to be very careful to avoid causing more
harm than good. Periodic review of the advocacy strategy was highlighted to be important
as it was always a key to re-strategize. The Alliance was encouraged to have laid down
guidelines for documentation.
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There was another debate on whether families are involved in backlashes and how much it
affects an individual. Families were considered as usually the first backlash received by
LGBTIQ+ persons and advocates. And it is these backlashes that advocate surfer. It was
discussed and agreed that the backlash from families cannot be mitigated but controlled.
Unfortunately, the time allocated was not enough for the advocacy strategy to be
completed and moved for adoption and so a committee was to be constituted to work on
the final document for adoption after the AGAM.

Reference: Advocacy strategy review committee session

Constitution review
MODERATOR: Mr. Kenneth Kafui Akpedonu
The constitution review was led by Mr. Kenneth Kafui Akpedonu. The Alliance has been
working with the draft constitution as there has not been a formal engagement with all
members of the Alliance regarding the constitution until this conference. This called for a
review of the constitution. There was active member participation and debates as each
member wanted the final constitution to reflect their opinion. Corrections and omissions of
sentences and clauses were made: membership, leadership / governing body, dues etc. to
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reflect the member’s request. There was however, debate on the roles of each leadership
office as most members were conflicting the duties of the Executive Council which is a
governing body to the duties of the Secretariat which is an administrative body. The
Executive Council was tasked to outline the specific roles and responsibilities of each office
to avoid future conflicts. The constitution was pushed to the plenary where it was officially
adopted.

FUNDRAISING AND RESOURCE MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE
MODERATOR - Robert Akotot Amoafo
This session, members identified the need for there to be an education on the importance of
prompt payment of their membership dues especially by members at the community level.
The Secretariat was requested to take this up and raise members’ awareness. Another way
that was suggested to raise funds for the Alliance was through paid courses or certificate
programs the Alliance can run where members or interested persons pay a fee to attend
these short accredited trainings courses can contribute to support some financial needs of
the Alliance. The sale of AfED branded souvenirs should also be looked at to raise funds.
The following activities were outlined to be undertaken in the upcoming year.

ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVE

Regional Tour on Membership and Dues
Payment

To increase dues payment among
members/groups

Combination of the dues and welfare

Combination of the dues and welfare

Develop procedures for proper
documentation
Write Proposals to seek funding

To acquire data/evidence for stakeholders
To enhance project implementation

COMMUNICATION & CRISIS COMMITTEE
MODERATOR - Alexander Asare
This session participants made suggestions for the Alliance to improve on its
communication strategy for visibility at community, national, regional and international
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front, therefore the need to constitute a well-equipped crisis task force to address
emergency issues of abuse in the LGBTIQ+ community. Below are the suggestions:
CRISIS






Prepare periodic management plan which work effectively during emergency
situations
Constitute an effective rapid response team to respond to emergencies
Constitute/Establish a crisis fund to support victims
Develop a reporting protocol system to address situations as and when they arise
Document crisis issues for purposes of records keeping

COMMUNICATION








Continues capacity building for communicators
Provide support and needed tools for effective communication
Target the right audience to enhance dialogue by minimizing produced
prejudiced information which create room for hate crime
Take feedback by encouraging effective communication drive for LGBTIQ+
community
Release periodic rejoinders to counter negative reportage in the media space
Identify media persons or house who are friendly to the community for effective
media engagement
Establish an online TV/Radio to broadcast LGBTIQ+ issues and for educational
purposes

However, the following activities were agreed during the plenary to be carried out in the
coming year.

ACTIVITY
Constitute an effective rapid response team

OBJECTIVE

Develop a reporting protocol to address
situations as and when it arises

For timely response to emergency
situations
To ensure we have a standardized
reporting system

Constitute or establish a crisis fund

To support victims during crisis period

Provide support and needed tools for effective
communication

To enhance effective communication
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Reference: Fundraising and Resource Mobilizing Committee session

WELFARE AND SUPPORT COMMITTEE
Moderator - Sarah Fleischer
In the promotion of good health, (psychological and physical) awareness creation on selfcare was agreed at this session to be paramount. The coalition was asked to take the
welfare of its members very important i.e. both advocates and community members. All
members agreed that there is the need to create a welfare fund probably out of the
membership dues to help cater for member’s wellbeing. Suggested activities for the year as
agreed by members of this session are as follows;

ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVE

Awareness creation on self-care for all

To promote good health and
psychological well-being of members

Providing psychosocial support for victims of abuse
as part of rapid intervention

To reinstate victims of abuse into a good
mental and health state
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Promoting sexual health education in partnership
with AfED member organizations

To enhance the sexual well-being of
members

Organize AfED day of socialization
(retreats, health walks, clean up exercises, etc.)

To enhance member commitment

Capacity building and Organizational support committee
MODERATOR - Robert Akoto Amoafo
During the session, it was outlined that the Alliance has been duly registered. It also has its
constitution and advocacy strategy. It has good leadership structures to handle the affairs
of the coalition. However, not all its member organizations are privileged to all that. It
therefore becomes the mandate of the Alliance to support its member organizations by
building on their capacity and provide technical support for them. The Alliance was
requested to look at building the capacity of its regional representatives and organizations
in advocacy and leadership and help with organizations that are struggling to build their
own structures, provide technical expertise, mentorship and coaching programs. Important
also is for organizations to be educated on how to raise funds and resources to strengthen
their accountability and monitoring skills. Members suggested the Alliance provide support
in all the above listed to its member organizations.

ACTIVITY
Provision of technical support

OBJECTIVE
To strengthen the organization and individual
capacity

Running Regional Movements
MODERATORS - AZAGLO KOBLAH LORD
EMMANUEL MENSAH JACOBS
After the formation of the regional movements, there has been no capacity building
workshop for the various leaders. This has led to poor management of the
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movements in some regions while some regions have lost their movements all
together. This has therefore necessitated the need for the secretariat to conduct a
regional tour to engage the people at the community leave as this act alone will give
the community a sense of belonging and ownership of their various regional
movements. The secretariat also needs to assist the new regions constitute their
movements and elect leaders. The movements also need to be enlightened on the
need to pay dues at their level which will help in sustaining the movements by
serving as a source of welfare and be enlightened on the benefits of belonging to a
bigger coalition like AfED. Regional leaders or representatives also need training on
leadership and management skills, so that it will enable them effectively manage the
affairs of the movement at regional level and to provide support at the community
level to their members. The following activities were suggested;

ACTIVITY
Regional tour to engage members at the
regional level
Capacity building workshop for regional
representatives / leaders

OBJECTIVE
To strengthen the regional movements
To build the capacity of regional leaders in
running regional movements.

Reference: Panel Discussion between the Central and Eastern Regional
representatives during the running regional movement session.
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TAKE ACTION
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Reference: Some members displaying their messages during the TAKE ACTION
plenary session.
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ELECTIONS

The Electoral officer, Mr. Reginald Agbley explained the process of the elections and how
the candidates were vetted and approved. He said, each aspirant came with their
individual specialties making the vetting process a though one. However each aspirant was
put into a group according to their capabilities and expertise and encouraged each to do
their best in realizing the vision of the Alliance. A minute was allowed for each aspirant to
speak on their vision for the Alliance for the next two years and how they intend achieving
them. The elections were opened thereafter. The elections were conducted during a 30
minutes break of the conference.
The following are the Executives elect for 2020 - 2021:
1. President – Robert Akoto Amoafo
2. Vice President – Francis Boakye
3. Treasurer - Kenneth Kafui Akpedonu
4. General Secretary – Alexander Asare
5. Public Relations Officer – Edem Shone Lawrence Adjei
6. Caucus Coordinator – Phinehas Kissiedu Ayeh
7. Lesbian Caucus Leader – Sarah Fleischer
8. Bisexual Caucus Leader - Anita Enyonam kwaku
9. Gay Caucus Leader – Abdul Rahman Imoru
10. Transgender Caucus Leader – Florence Edwina Bondzie Arthur

Reference: Executives elect
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CONCLUSION
The two-day conference ended on a wonderful note with all its achieved objectives. The
constitution was adopted while the advocacy strategic plan was postpone after further
review by the newly elected executives of the Alliance. New governing body were elected
into office to run the affairs of the Alliance for the next two years, and members
successfully outlined proposed activities for the year 2020.
The Secretariat was tasked to identify fund raising opportunities which the Alliance could
use to achieve its goals by implementing the proposed activities.
The Executive Council was also tasked to draft the duties of each governing office to avoid
conflicts.
The entire membership was encouraged to do their best to help themselves and develop
strategies for the growth of their organizations and regional groups for the Alliance and the
wellbeing of the LGBTIQ community in Ghana.
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CHALLENGES AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The greatest challenge to the AGAM was when a third donor, DFID, withdraw their support
two days to the conference. But regardless, the organizers were able to pull through and
still have a wonderful AGAM.
The professionalism portrayal by members during the opening ceremony was applauded.
Members were also commended on their active engagement with the various partners and
stakeholders. Such engagement builds relationships between LGBTIQ+ organizations and
individuals with necessary partners and stakeholders.
The professional arrangement of the conference hall and syndicate rooms were also
commended. The presentation of the annual budget at the opening ceremony was
commended for its accuracy and clear stipulations.
However, the movements of participants were considered distractive and participants
were advised to be time conscious next time. Members were advised to read all necessary
communications sent to them by the secretariat before each meeting to avoid the
inconvenience of not knowing what was next on the agenda and expected on them as
participants. This was the issues because the conference was paperless, and some members
had not taken note of this information and therefore unaware most of the time of the next
activity.
Representatives of PAI joined to witness the AGAM. The Executive Director of PAI, Nate
Brown spoke about their delight on witnessing the AGAM. He also spoke about the
upcoming PAI conference which will be coming of in Ghana in 2020. He went ahead to
invite organizations under AfED who have not yet registered with PAI to do so and apply to
be part of the conference.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND GLOSSARY
AfED – Alliance for Equality and Diversity
LGBTIQ++ - Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex, Queer (plus)
AGAM – Annual General Assembly Meeting
Ayee koo – Thank you (Ghanaian language)
ISDAO- Initative Sankofa d’Afrique de l’Ouest
TIERs – The Initiative for Equal Rights
SI – Solace Initiative
PORSH – Priority on Rights and Sexual Health
CSG – Courageous Sisters Ghana
DFID – Department for International Development
PAI - Pan Africa Ilga
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Reference: Members sharing a fun moment
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